Large deletion causing the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome without infantile polycystic disease
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Key points

- The characteristic phenotype of patients with the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome is dominated by severe juvenile polycystic disease, combined with variable phenotypic expression of tuberous sclerosis.
- We describe the case of a woman who presented with renal angiomyolipoma at the age of 13 years. Unilateral nephrectomy was performed at the age of 19 years. No significant polycystic disease was present at this time. At the age of 26 years, pulmonary lymphangioleiomyomatosis was diagnosed, which prompted a full evaluation of the tuberous sclerosis phenotype, resulting in confirmation of the clinical diagnosis. In this period, the remaining kidney showed only moderate polycystic disease.
- FISH analysis of the 16p13.3 region disclosed a deletion spanning the entire TSC2 and PKD1 region, larger than previously described deletions in the contiguous gene syndrome.
- This case illustrates the marked phenotypic heterogeneity of the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome. Although the deletion was exceptionally large, significant polycystic disease did not develop until early adulthood. The contention that severe juvenile polycystic disease is a hallmark of the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome appears to be incorrect.

CASE REPORT

At the age of 13 years, a previously healthy female was evaluated elsewhere for abdominal right upper quadrant discomfort. Ultrasonography and abdominal CT scanning showed two large tumours in the right kidney, with diameters of 5 and 7 cm. A presumptive diagnosis of renal angiomyolipoma was made. Both kidneys showed a few small (<1.5 cm) renal cysts. Renal length (12 cm for both kidneys) was normal for her age and height. At this time, it was decided to monitor renal tumour growth closely and not to institute any form of treatment. Regular follow up with abdominal ultrasonography did not show growth of the renal tumours or cysts. At the age of 19, the patient presented with acute right sided intra- and perirenal haemorrhage, requiring emergency nephrectomy. Histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of renal angiomyolipomas, without significant polycystic disease (a few solitary cysts, all ≤1 cm). A year later, five angiomylipomas of ≤3.5 cm were surgically removed from the left kidney with the purpose of preventing similar bleeding complications. At the age of 26, she had a spontaneous pneumothorax. A high resolution CT scan of the lungs was suggestive of lymphangioleiomyomatosis, a diagnosis later confirmed by open lung biopsy. After three recurrences of pneumothorax, she underwent bilateral pleurodesis. Because of progressive renal insufficiency of her remaining left kidney, she was referred to the nephrology clinic of our hospital.

Physical examination showed normal stature, habitus, and intellectual development. Because of the combination of renal angiomyolipoma and pulmonary lymphangioleiomyomatosis, evaluation for signs of TSC was performed. Dermatological inspection showed discrete abnormalities: a 4 mm angiokeratoma and an adenoma sebaceum in the left nasolabial fold, a solitary shagreen patch on the back, and hypomelanotic macules (≤1 mm) as well as small confluent-like skin lesions on the extremities. Dental examination showed a few, discrete enamel pits. Abdominal ultrasonography showed a slightly enlarged left kidney with a length of 13.5 cm, containing multiple cysts with a maximum diameter of 4.5 cm, and a solitary angiomyolipoma of 3.5 cm. Furthermore, the liver contained two cysts, both with a diameter of 1 cm. Magnetic resonance...
imaging of the brain showed two small subependymal nodules. Fundoscopy was normal. Echocardiography showed a type II atrial septal defect, but no intracardiac hamartomas. Based on these clinical criteria, the likely diagnosis of TSC was confirmed.

At this time, the renal cysts were considered to be part of the TSC syndrome.

Cytogenetics
Cytogenetic and FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridisation) studies were performed on metaphases derived from a culture of PHA stimulated peripheral blood lymphocytes. The cultures were synchronised by using an excess amount of thymidine for 16 hours. The block was released by change of medium six hours before harvesting. Standard karyotyping performed on GTG banded chromosomes showed a normal female karyotype (46,XX). To detect a possible submicroscopic deletion in the TSC2 region, subsequent FISH analysis was performed according to the protocol of Pinkel et al with minor modifications. The DNA probes cc1-2, cw9d, cw23, ZDSS5, ZDS5, 97.10G, and cGGG4 hybridising to the 16p13.3 region showed a large deletion on one of the two chromosomes 16. The number of metaphases analysed with the different DNA probes were respectively 30, 30, 10, 10, 20, and 20. A subtelomeric probe GS-52-M11 located in the 16pter region was still present (fig 1C, a total of 10 metaphases was investigated), indicating that the deletion was interstitial. The DNA probe 1.8F showed a partial deletion, clearly visible by a difference in intensity (fig 1B). This intensity difference was consistent across the 20 metaphases which were investigated, indicating absence of somatic mosaicism. The breakpoint of the deletion must for this reason be located in the proximal part of DNA probe 1.8F. The positions of the probes on chromosome 16p are schematically shown in fig 2. Following these findings, α thalassaemia was ruled out by haemoglobin electrophoresis. In addition, to determine whether the deletion was de novo or familial, the parents of the proband were investigated. Both parents had a normal phenotype, showed a normal karyotype, and FISH did not disclose any abnormalities in the 16p13.3 region.

DISCUSSION
The case presented is remarkable in two ways. Firstly, as outlined in the introduction, it is very unusual for the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome to present itself without severe congenital or juvenile polycystic disease with grossly enlarged kidneys. Secondly, the deletion found in our patient is exceptionally large, at least 200 kb, which is the probe contig surrounding the TSC2 and PKD1 genes. It is, to our knowledge, the largest interstitial deletion reported in the TSC-PKD contiguous gene syndrome in an otherwise normal subject.

Previously, the α globin gene cluster was mapped to chromosome band 16p13.3 distal to the TSC2 locus. Patients with α thalassaemia/mental retardation syndrome (ATR-16) have been reported to show terminal deletions, variable in extent. The deletion present in the proband proved to be interstitial, since the subtelomeric probe GS-52-M11 located at the 16pter region was still present. This was expected considering the normal α thalassaemia trait and absence of mental retardation in the proband. The proximal breakpoint was, on the other hand, similar to the one previously found in the patient described by Eussen et al.

Why did significant polycystic disease develop later in life in our patient? The answer remains speculative. Somatic mosaicism, which occurs frequently in tuberous sclerosis complex, and has also been reported in the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome, does not appear to play a role in our patient. Mosaicism at organ level, particularly in the kidney, cannot be
ruled out. In both ADPKD1\(^5,14\) and in TSC,\(^2,15\) loss of heterozygosity has been suggested as the mechanism responsible for disease expression. Loss of heterozygosity implies that a “second hit” is required before disease develops. The nature of this “second hit” causing loss of heterozygosity is unknown. Whether it is usually the same for the adjacent genes PKD1 and TSC2 is also uncertain. Since PKD1 and TSC2 mutations are apparently both recessive at the cellular level, loss of heterozygosity is probably responsible for disease manifestations in the contiguous gene syndrome as well, although this remains to be proven. We speculate that, in our patient, either a single “second hit” caused loss of heterozygosity for both PKD1 and TSC2 at a later stage than is common in the contiguous gene syndrome, or two “second hits” were responsible for her disease, one of which, conceivably the one causing loss of heterozygosity for the PKD1 gene, occurred at a later stage in life.

In conclusion, this case illustrates that marked heterogeneity exists in the clinical presentation of the TSC2-PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome. In contrast to what is commonly thought, severe juvenile polycystic disease is not an obligatory sign.
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